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Introduction

Among the many interesting general problems in the calculus of varia-

tions is the following one.  Suppose we have given the double integral

1=   I  I   f(x,y,z,p,q)dxdy,
J Jao

where A0 is the area in the xy-plane over which the integral is taken

(see Figure 1), and where p ■ dz/dx,

q = dz/dy, and suppose we also have

given a fixed surface ip(x, y, z) =0 which

is arbitrary.  It is then required to find

among all surfaces which are represent-

able in the form z = z(x, y) and which

have their edges on the fixed surface i

£> = 0 that  one  which  minimizes  the

double integral I.

In studying the problem just stated,

one immediately finds need of the first

and second variations of the integral /.  Z

In obtaining them, it is desirable to FlG- L

assume that the sought surface z = z(x, y) has already been found and then

to consider a one-parameter family of surfaces of the type

z=z(x,y)+a£(x,y)

containing the surface z = z(x, y) for a = 0. We allow f to be an arbitrary

function of x and y, but we take the value of the integral only on the portion

of each surface of the family which is bounded by the fixed surface <p = Q

(see Figure 1). When z in tbe integrand of the double integral / is replaced

* Presented to the Society, April 2, 1926; received by the editors before October, 1925.
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by z+af, / becomes a function of a and of course the limits of the integral

also change.   We may then write in place of the integral above

1(a) = J J f(x,y,z+aÇ,p+aÇz,q+atv)dxdy,

where Aa is the area bounded by the projection on the xy-plane of the

curve of intersection of the surface <p = 0 with that surface of the family

z = z(x, y)+aÇ(x, y) whose parameter value is a. Proceeding in this manner

and then differentiating 1(a) with respect to a and putting o = 0, we obtain

the two derivatives I'(0), I"(0), which are of great service in studying

the problem.

Heretofore, only the first derivative,* I'(0), has been discussed in detail

for problems of this type for which the boundary of the surfaces z = z(x, y)

over which the integral I is taken is allowed to vary arbitrarily on a fixed

surface <p = 0. The expression for I'(0) presented in this paper seems to be

the most satisfactory one that has been obtained, the results of other

writers, Sarrus for example, being unsymmetric and very difficult to apply.

No one, so far as is known to the author, has computed the second de-

rivative I"(0) heretofore, apparently because of the very great complica-

tions which have arisen when the computation has been attempted. These

difficulties have been described by Bolzaf and mention of them has also

been made in the French Encyclopédie.!.

It is the purpose of this paper to compute symmetric, usable forms

for I'(0) and I"(0), especially I"(0). The author believes that those who

study the method used here, which was suggested by Professor G. A. Bliss,

will agree that it is a much better mode of attack than has been used here-

tofore. Furthermore, the reader will without doubt appreciate the relative

simplicity and the perfect symmetry of the results if he compares them

with those obtainable, let us say, by the method of Sarrus.

In §1 a theorem is proved concerning the differentiation of a double

integral with respect to a parameter which occurs both in the integrand

and in the limits of integration. In §2 the problem of the following sections

is stated in a more precise form than is given above. In §3 the first derivative

I'(0) is computed and from the new expression for it some results are de-

duced which have already been obtained by other methods. In §4, we com-

pute I"(0). It is found to be equal to a double integral with the same

integrand as that which appears for the corresponding problem for which

* See Sarrus's paper in Mémoires, Savants Etrangers, vol. 10 (1866) (Prize article).

t Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, p. 669.

t Encyclopédie des Sciences Mathématiques, tome II, vol. 6, p. 166.
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the limits are fixed, plus a Une integral which involves f2 but no other power

or derivative of f. In §5, we state a new necessary condition for a minimum

of the integral /. The formulation of the statement is in terms of a boun-

dary value problem associated with the second variation I"(0). In §6,

finally, applications of two of our formulas are made to the case where

z = z(x, y) is a surface of minimum area.

The author is pleased to acknowledge the assistance of Professor G. A.

Bliss, who suggested the problem studied in this paper. It was through

his careful direction and inspiration, for which the author is very thankful,

that this paper was written.

1. The derivatives of a double integral with respect to a parameter. Let

Co be a simply closed curve with equations

*=£(«),       y=v(u),

where £, rj are defined for all real values of u, are of class C"* have t'2+t]'2 = 1,

and have a period / equal to the length of C0.

Introduce near C0 a m>-coordinate system determined by the equations

(1) x=Z(u)+vti'(u),     y=v(u)-v£'(u).

These equations define a unique pair of coordinates (u, v) for each point

(x, y) near C0, since for each pair of values (x, y) on C0 they define a unique

pair (u, v) = (u, 0) (Q = uf^l) and since along C0 the functional determinant

\xv yv

is different from zero.f Literal subscripts to functions, here as in all of this

paper, indicate partial differentiation with respect to the letter written;

and in the last formula p is the radius of curvature of C0. The «-curves are

the parallel curves to C0 and the n-curves are the normals to C0, thus

establishing near C0 a curvilinear coordinate system u, v with orientation

opposite to that of x, y.

Now consider a family of curves, one of which, Ca (see Figure 2) is

given by the equations

(3) x=t(u)+v(u,a)ri'(u),     y=Ti(u)-v(u,a)t'(u),

* A function f(x) is of class C'"W the interval *0=i xè *i if its nth derivative is continuous at

every point of that interval.

t For details as to the neighborhood in which the correspondence is unique, see Bliss's Princeton

Colloquium Lectures, 1913, p. 20.

£ +vr¡    r¡ —v£

v' -£'
= -(l + v/p)
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where v(u, a) is defined and of class C" for all (u, a) having u real and a

sufficiently near zero; where v(u, a) has for the variable u a period L(a)

reducing to L(0)=l when o = 0; and where

v(u, 0) = 0.  All of the curves Ca are closed

on account of this periodic property, and

each Ca is further simply closed for all

values of a sufficiently near zero since Co

is simply closed.    We let Aa denote the

area bounded by C0.

Let Ci be the curve   defined by (1)  ¿_^

when the variable v is replaced by a special fig. 2

constant value z>i<0, and designate by Ax the area bounded by Ci (see

Figure 2 above). In the paragraphs below, vx is supposed to be as near

zero as may be required in order that the curve Ci defined by the constant

value vx shall lie in the neighborhood of C0 in which the Mü-coördinate system

described above is well-defined.

Let g(x, y, a) be a function of x, y, a which is of class C" for all sets

(x, y, a) having (x, y) in a neighborhood of the area A 0 bounded by C0,

and having a sufficiently near o = 0.  Let us define J(a) by the formula

(4) /(a); I I   g(x,y,a)
J jAa

dx dy

We wish to find the derivatives J'(0) and J"(0) of this integral. It is con-

venient in order to make these differentiations to have /(a), (4), written

in the form

(4') J(a) =   j   I    g(x, y, a) dx dy+   I  |    g(x, y, a) dx dy ,
J  J A i J J A4

where A x is as defined above and A^4 is the area bounded by the curves

Ci and Ca (see Figure 2). The derivative of the first integral of (4') has,

as is well known, the value

(5) I  I    ga(x,y,a)dxdy.

To find the derivative of the second integral in (4'), we first transform

it to the MD-coordinate system by means of (1), remembering the value (2)

of the functional determinant x„y„ — xvyu, and obtain

(6)        ffg(x,y,a)dxdy=f        f    ' *(*+«-', *-*{', a)(l+v/p)dv]du .
J  J AA J0       L  J'l J
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The derivative of the last written integral is obtainable by the usual formula

for the derivative of a simple integral containing a parameter. Since the

parameter a occurs only in the upper limit of the inner integral and ex-

plicitly in g, we find for this derivative

n I (.1     /.v(u,a)

1   vag(l+v/p)du + ga(l+v/p) dvdu,
Jo Jo  Jvi

where in the first integral the v, wherever it occurs, is the function v(u, a).

Adding this result to the expression (5), we obtain

/'(«)-   ffgadxdy+   f    P" ga(l+v/p)dvdu
J JAi Jo    Jv¡

+  f  vag(£+vi,',-n-v£,a)(l+v/p)du
Jo

or, after transforming the second integral to ry-coordinates again,

(7) J'(a)=   ffgadxdy+   [ Vag(S+vr,',T,-vt',o)(l + v/p)du.

To calculate the value of the second derivative J"(a), we can in like

manner find the derivative of the first term of (7) to be

I    I      gaadx dy +    I    gaVa(l+v/p)du.

By the formula for differentiating a simple integral with respect to a para-

meter, the derivative of the last term of (7) is

Therefore

(8)

I      [(gVaa + gvvl + gaVa)(l+v/p)+gvl/p]du .
Jo

J"(a)=   j  j   gaadxdy+  |   [(gvaa+2gava+gvva)(l+v/:p)+gvl/p}du.
J  J Aa «/q

Putting a = 0 in (7) and (8), we obtain the desired results which are de-

scribed in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The derivatives J'(0) and J"(0) of the function J(a), defined

by the double integral (4), taken over the region Aa bounded by the curve Ca,

defined by the equations (3), have the values

J'(0)=   ff gadxdy+  fgvadu,

(9) J JA° J°

J"(Q)=   I  I   g«*dxdy+  J   (gVaa+gvl/p + 2gava+gvvl/p)du.
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= -1.

Although these derivatives (9) have been computed for a one-parameter

family of curves of the special type (3), we can obtain from them analogous

formulas for a more general family of the form

(10) x = X(r,a),     y=Y(r,a).

We suppose that (10) represents a one-parameter family of simply closed

curves containing C0 for a = 0 and having t as length of arc on C0. The

functions X, Y are of class C" for all values of (r, a) having t real and

the values of a sufficiently near zero. They have a period T(a) for every

a with T(0)=l, the length of C0 . Such a family is always representable

in the form (3) above by solving the equations

(11) k(u) + vr)'(u)-X(T,a) = 0, v(u)-vt'(u)-Y(T,a) = 0

for v and t as functions of u and a. According to the implicit function

theorem referred to above, this can always be done since equations (11)

have the particular set of solutions (v, t, u, a) = (0, u, u, 0) for 0 — u^l, on

which
V'    -XT\ r,'     -{'

-r     -Yr\ -{'     --'

Hence, according to the implicit function theorem referred to above, if

J(a) is the value of J on the region Aa bounded by the curve C0, defined

by (10), its derivatives J'(0) and J"(0) are given by (9), where va is ob-

tained by differentiating equations (11) with respect to a and solving the

resulting equations for v„, t„; and where vaa is similarly obtained after a

second differentiation and solution of the two resulting equations, which are

linear in vaa and raa, for vaa.   The derivatives are

XTra-r,'va+Xa = 0 ;       FTTo+f'»«+F. = 0 ;

2

(12) XTTaa—v'Vaa-\-XrrTa+2XarTa + Xaa = 0  ¡

YTTaa+t'vaa+YTrT2a + 2YarTa+ Yaa = 0.

From the two equations in the first line of (12) we obtain va and ra. Then

using the value found for -„, namely

_-k'Xa-j)'Ya _

in the last two equations, we solve them, as stated above, for vaa- This

gives for va and vaa the values

Va=Xai t      XTYa ,

(13) Vaa=(XrrYT-XrYrr)(XTXa+YTYa)2

2(XaTYr      X7YaT)(XTXa+- YrYa) +~XaaYj      X,Yaa-
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Substituting the values (13) of va and vaa in equations (9), we obtain the

more general result desired, which we express in the

Corollary. The derivatives J'(0) and J"(0) of the double integral (4),

taken over the region Aa, bounded by the curve Ca defined by the equations

(10), have the values

(14)

where

/'(0)=   f f gadxdy +  f g(XaYT-
J J Aa »/q

/"(0)=   f f gaadxdy+  f Qdu,
J J Aa Jn

XrYa)du,

Q=g[(XrTYT-XTYrr)(XrXa+YrYa)-2(XaTYT-XrYar)(XTXa+YTYa)

+ XaaYT-XTYaa] + 2(XaYr-XrYa)ga+(XaYr-XTYa)2(g»+g/p).

2. Statement of the problem.     Suppose  we have given an arbitrary,

fixed surface

(15) ip(x,y,z) = 0,

which is of class C" and has no singular points for all x, y, z that we wish

to consider. Let the surface

(16) z = z(x,y)

be of class C" for all x, y, z under consideration, and consider that portion

of it which is bounded by its intersection with the surface (15) as indicated

in Figure 3. Designate by C0' the common line of these surfaces and by C0

its projection on the xy-plane. Consider now the one-parameter family

of surfaces

(17) z = z (x, y) + af(x, y) ,

where f is an arbitrary function of x, y

which is of class C" for all x, y suffi-

ciently near those inside or on C0, and

where a is a parameter, and where the

portions of all surfaces of the family

(17) to be considered are those which

are bounded by the intersections of

these surfaces with the fixed surface

(15). These intersections determine a

one-parameter family of curves which

include Co'for a = 0. The curve of this

family with parameter a we call CJ;

its equations are

(18) ip(x,y,z)=0,   z = z(x,y) + a$(x,y). % Fig. 3

1"H>?
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Denote by C„ the projection of the xy-plane of C„' and designate by Aa the

area in the xy-plane bounded by Ca.

Consider now the double integral

(19) /=   f f f(x,y,z,p,q)dxdy,
J JAu

where A0 is the area bounded by the curve C0 (see Figure 3), where p=zx,

q=zv, and where/ is a function of class C" for all sets (x, y, z, p, q) suffi-

ciently near those on that portion of the surface z = z(x, y) which is bounded

by Co'.   We observe that

(20) 1(a) =   \  \    (x,y,z+aÇ,p+aÇz,q+aÇy)dxdy
J  jAa

is the value of the integral (19) taken over the portion of the surface (17)

which is bounded by its intersection with the surface ip(x, y, z)=0. Our

problem is to obtain the first and second derivatives I'(0) and I"(0) of

this integral in symmetric, usable forms. In doing so, we shall assume that

f?¿0 on the surface z = z(x,y) along its intersection C0' with the surface

<p = 0. This is a customary assumption for problems of the calculus of varia-

tions with variable limits, the reason for which will appear later.

3. The first variation.    We apply now to the integral (20)

I(a) =   I  I   /(x,y,z-r-af,/>-r-oi-„a-r-afv)¿x¿y

the result in the first of equations (9). Replacing g in that equation by /,

we obtain

(21) 7'(0) =   f f fadxdy+  f ßa du,
J J Aa Jq

where A0 is as defined in §2 (see also Figure 3), where

(22) f.~M+fpt,+f,t„

and where va can be computed as follows. Consider the boundary C„'.

It lies on the surface z=z(x, y)+aÇ(x, y) and on the surface tp(x, y, z) =0,

and when we transform x, y by equation (3), the function v(u, a), which

in equations (18) determines the family of curves Ca, is a solution of the

equation

(23) *[«+»*', »-»«', «(í+nj', V-vZ'HaUS+vr,', >?-*£')] = 0,
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which contains the variables u, v, a.   Differentiating (23) with respect to a,

we obtain

(24) va=—ipa/<pv.

But when a = 0,

(25) <Pa = <Pzt,       V>v = (<Px+p<Pz)ri'-(<Pv+q<Pz)t'.

Hence

(26) va =
(iPx + piPz) v'—(<Py + piPz) f '

The denominator of the right member of (26) is <pv.   It is different from

zero; otherwise we should have the two equations

(ipx+pipz) v'~ (<Pv+q<Pz) £' = 0,

(<P*+P<Pz)Z'+(ipv+q<Pz)r,' = 0    (by (29)),

and therefore <px+PiPz = iPv+q<Pz = 0, since (£', t)')?¿(0, 0).   This would im-

ply that p : q : — 1 = —ipz/ipz : — <pv/<Pz '■ — 1 and hence that the two surfaces

z = z(x, y) and ip(x, y, z)=0 are tangent to each other.    But with /^O,

which we have supposed, this is impossible, as will be seen in §3.

Using (22) and (26) in (21), we now obtain the first derivative

(27)     /'(0) =   ff (f. f+/p fx+/a fy)dx dy -  f-
J J Aa J {)   \

tfvz du

h (<pz+piPz)v'-(<Pv+q<Pz)i'

This result we express in the foUowing theorem:

Theorem 2. The first derivative I'(0) of the double integral 1(a) of equa-

tion (20), taken over the portion of the surface z = z(x,y)+a£(x,y) bounded

by its intersection with the surface ip (x, y, z) =0, has the value given by (27).

In certain applications, it is desirable to change the form of (27) by

performing an integration by parts on the double integral and then applying

to the result Green's theorem for the plane.   Thus we may write

fvsx = r~ fpi ~i r~jp, f qiv=r~ Jqi~ir~fq',
dx dx dy dy

then the double integral in (27) takes the form

J Jao L dx        dy dx dy J

J Jao   \        dx        dy    / J jAoLdx dy J
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Applying Green's theorem for the plane to the last written integral, we find

ff \Ufpt) + rV*v~\dxdy= fr(M'-/«,')-«■
J JaqLox ay J Jn

Now substituting in (27) the value found for the double integral, we obtain

(28> ™-/J_f('-sf-g)**
c\ r(/^,-/«n((y-+M)'?,-(»-+gy«)t,)-f/p.i duw (<px+p<Pz) y'—(<Pv+ç<Pz) £'

Since, along Co', <p[£, y, f(£, *?)]—0 in u, we can simplify the line integral

of (28).   Differentiating this identity, we obtain

(29) (<P*+P<Pn)t'+(<P,+q<P,W = 0.

Hence from equations (25) and (29), we have

(30) £'=—(¥vH*>z)M,      v' = (<Pz+P<pz)/<Pv,

where

(31) <Pv = (<i>z+p<pz)2+(<Pv+q<Pz)2.

Substitution from these formulas (30), (31) in the line integral of (28) and

application of the relation £'2-f-ij'2 = l, reduces (28), after simple computa-

tion, to the form

(32) /'(0)= ffj^f,-JLfp-JLfqyxdy

C' Vfp(<Pz+p<Pz)+fq(<(>v+q<Pz)-f<Pz~\

Jo   L     (<Px+p<P,)n'—(<Pv+q<P,!)?     J

We therefore have the following corollary to Theorem 2.

Corollary 1. The first derivative I'(a) of the double integral 1(a), of

equation (20), taken over the portion of the surface z = z(x, y)-\-aÇ(x, y) bounded

by its intersection with the surface <p(x, y, z) =0, has the value given by (32).

In case z = z(x, y) is a minimizing surface for the integral /, I'(0) must

vanish. But it is from this result (32) that the Euler necessary condition

for double integrals with fixed limits, namely

(M) f*-^-fpÇ-^-fqï = 0,
ox ay

is obtained by the usual proof* and this condition is of course necessary

* For example, see Bolza's Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, p. 655.
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for a minimum in the case of variable limits. When the double integral (32)

vanishes, the line integral there must also vanish for every f (x, y). By a

sUght modification of the fundamental lemma for double integrals, we

therefore have further the transversaUty condition*

(34) fP<Px+fq<Pv+(pfP+qfq-f)<Pz = 0.

Hence

Corollary 2. In case z = z(x, y) is a minimizing surf ace for the double

integral

1=   I  I   f(x,y,z,p,q)dxdy,
J JAo

the Euler equation (33) must hold at every point of the portion of the surface

z=z(x, y) inside Co', and the transversality condition (34) must hold at every

point of the boundary Co', which is the line of intersection of the surfaces

z=z(x, y) and <p(x, y, z) =0.

From the hypothesis made in §2 that /^0 along C0', it follows that

the surface z = z(x, y) cannot be tangent to the surface ip(x, y, z)=0 at

any point of their intersection C0'.

For the special case of the minimal surface, /= \l+p2+q2 and the

transversaUty condition (34) reduces to

PVx+qvv—ipz = 0,

which shows that the surfaces z = z(x,y) and ip(x, y, z)=0 are orthogonal

to each other.

4. The second variation.    To get I"(0), we apply to the integral (20),

1(a) =   I  I  f(x,y, z+aÇ,p+aÇx,q+aÇv)dxdy,

the result obtained in the second of equations (9), §1. Replacing g in that

equation by f, we obtain

(35) I"(0)=   f f faadxdy+ foLdu,

where L=f(vaa+v2Jp)+fvv2a + 2fava. The function va of course has the

value given by (26), and vaa can be computed by differentiating equation

(24), <pvva+<Pa = 0, with respect to a.   The result of this differentiation is

1        2
(36) Vaa =-(<PvvVa+2<PavVa+<Paa).
_ <Pv

* See Bolza, loc. cit., p. 671.
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Carrying out the differentiation indicated in (36) and remembering that

the arguments in ip are

«+»!,',    n-vi',    z(s+vr,', n-vW+attt+vn', i-v?),

we obtain after collecting terms suitably

(37) Vaa =--i<PA2[<PxxVn + <Pyy^'2+<Pzz(pri'-q^'y~2ipxA'r,'

+ 2vx.r,'(pr,'-qZ')-2vy,Í'(pr,'-qt')+V.(rr,'*-2sÍ,ri'+tÍ'*)]

-2^.f#.,[^„1?'f~«'».€'r+«'«(Î'?'-fff/)f+*>.(f»'i,-fir{')]+[«'.^]},

where, according to custom, r, s, t stand for the derivatives r = zxz, s=zzy,

t=zvv, and where <pv?*0, as was explained just after equation (26). But

on collecting the coefficients of £'2, t\'2, and £'77' in (37), we find for vaa

the value

(38)    vaa=-[(ri-r)V'2-2(si-s)^r,'+(t1-t)^'2}+\x(p-pi)+^(q-qi)},
A3 A3

where

(39)

a= V(p-pi)2+(q-qi)2,    pi=-<px/<Pz,    qi=-ipv/(P„

ri= dpi/dx—-(<pxx<Pz—2<pxipz<pXz+ipxi(>zz),

1
5l=   dqi/dx=--(<PXy<Pz — <PViPziPXz — <pXiPzlpvz + l(>XlpyiPzz),

«A

ti= dqx/dy=-(ip1viPz~2<pyip2ipyZ+<pyipzZ).

<p\

The introduction of pi, qu ru S\, ti, thus putting <p\ in the denominators

of pi,qi,ri,Si,ti, seems to require that the surface <p(x, y, z)=0 shall be

representable in the form z = Zi(x, y), but in the final form of the integrand

of the line integral to be obtained, we shall see that this apparent require-

ment is not essential. The other three terms of L are fv2Jp and the two

terms

UVa=^-[(i)x(p-Pi) + (f)y(q-qi)},
A3

(40)
2f2 2f

2fava=-/.— (fp r.+/„r»),
A A

where
(f)x=fx+Pfz+rfp+sfq,

(41)
(f)y=fy+qfz + sfp+tfq.
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Tne terms of L may therefore be collected so as to give the sum Ex-\-E2,

where

Ei^-[f(n-r)rl'2~2f(sx-s)í'r)'-+f(h-t)í'2+ f— +(j)x(p-px)

+ (f)v(q-qi)-2fztf],

E2 = ̂ \f(p-pdï*+f(q-qi)ïv-(fpï*+f«tv)&l
A3

At first thought one might think that the expression £i+£2, copied from

(42), is the simplest form obtainable for L. We next show that this is not

the case. In fact, we shall eliminate from L the derivatives fx and f „, which

occur only in £2-

In £2 use f=fp(p — pi)+fq(q — Qi), an immediate consequence of the

transversality condition (34). Then, upon multiplying out the products

in £2 and re-collecting its terms suitably, we find

(43) E2 = 2(fpt'+fqV') (r.f'+f-u'H,

where we are to observe from (30) and (26) that

É'=-(g-?i)/A,     v' = (p~PÙ/à,    P.--r/A.

Fortunately, the factor ft£'+f»>?' of E2, in (43), occurs in the formula

for va' found from the solution v(u, a) of ^ = 0 (see equation (23)). Indeed

one readily finds that the equation defining va' is

(44) í^'+íyV'=[(ri-r)-(h-t)Wri'va+(sí-s) (r,'2- Z'2)va-Va'A

after neglecting a term which has £'£"-r-7?V'=0 as a factor. Using in (43)

the value of ^x^' + tvv' which (44) gives, we obtain a second new form

of Ei, namely,

(45) E2 = 2(fp^'+fqV')va[(rx-r)-(h-t)U'V'va+(sx-s) (r,'2- £'2H

-2VaVa'A(fpt'+fqr,').

The only part of E2 which involves fx and Ç„ is va', which we eliminate

presently. Let S = A(fp^'-\-fqr¡'), so that the last term of E2 in (45) is

— 5 ■ 2vava'-   Since this term is in L, let us integrate it by parts.   We have

pi -i i       pi
(46) -   \S-2vaVa'du = -Svl     +  I   vls'du,

Jo —'o      Jo

where the first term on the right in (46) vanishes since Sva has the period I,

and where, after using the relations  £"=— v'/p, y" = £'/p, we find that

(47) S'= [-fpV7p+fqk'/p+^(fp)x+v'2(fq)V+((fp)V+(fq)I)^V')A
+ [(r-rx)-(t-tx)U'r,'+(s-sx)W2-n-
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The integration by parts thus gives us the result that we may replace the

last term of E2 in (45) by v\S', where S' is defined by (47). Hence we

may replace E2 in L by

(48) E=(fpC'+ftt,')va[(n-r)-(ti-t)]l;'vfva+(si-s) (v'2-?2)va

+vlA[(fP)xt'2+(fq)yr,'2+((fp)y+(fq)x)Z'v']+v:A(-fPv'/p+fqii7p),

where v2aA(—fpr)'+fq%')/p=—fv2Jp, as is seen immediately from formulas

(30) and (34). But -fv\/p exactly cancels with fÇ2A/pA3=fv2/p in Ex

(see equation (42)). By collecting the remaining terms of Ex and E, after

using the values of £', rj', and va written just below equation (43), and after

putting f=fP(p — pi)+fq(q — q-i) in Ex, and also after neglecting a term

equal to the Euler expression (see equation (33)), we obtain the following

form for 7"(0):

(49) I"(0)=   ff 2üdxdy+  f Ç2(Ai+A2)du,
J J Ao Jq

where

faa=2Ü=fzz ?+2fpz ff ,+/„ f l+2fpq ÇJv+2fqztty+fqq ft,

Al=> — [fp(p-pi)r1 + (fP(q-qi)+fq(p-pi))si+fq(q-qi)ti],
A3

A*** - —| [fp(p-pi)r+(fp(q-qi)+fq(p-pi))s+fq(q-qi)t]

-[(f)x(p-pi) + (f)y(q-qi)]

+ [(fp)y+(f q)x](p-px)(q-qi) + (fp)x(p-pi)2+(f q)v(q-qi)2

+ [fz+(fp)x](p-pi)2+[fz+(fq)y](q-qi)2Y

the meaning of the notations (fp)x,  (fq)x, etc. being obvious from equa-

tions (41).

Two things are to be noted here. First, the only place where the curva-

ture of the ^-surface appears in the line integral of (49) is in ^4i, which

contains linearly the elements n, sh th and also p, q and pu qh which define

the normals to the z- and .p-surfaces; while A2 involves the curvature of

the z-surface, r, s, t appearing linearly, and the elements p, q and ph qu

Secondly, if in A u A 2 we substitute for ph qu rh sh h their values given in

equations (39), we observe that <p, does not occur in the denominator of

either of the resulting expressions for ^4i and At, in (50). Hence we see that

the apparent necessity of making the restriction that ipz^0 just after equa-

tions (39) was not essential.

¿>U)
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Equation (49) states the result which we set out to obtain. We express

it in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. The second derivative I"(0) of the double integral 1(a) of

equation (20), taken over the portion of the surface z = z(x, y) -f-of (x, y) bounded

by its intersection with the surface <p(x, y, z)=0, has the value given by the

formula (49), where faa, Ax, and A2 are the expressions defined in equations (50).

5. Boundary value problem associated with the second variation. A new

necessary condition in order that the surface z = z(x, y) shall minimize the

double integral (19) is easily deducible from equation (49). To obtain

this condition, we first perform an integration by parts on the double

integral of (49) and then apply Green's theorem to the result. Then ac-

cording to Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions, we may write

(51) ff20¿x¿y=fr   \dQs-^^x-^y) + ~(Üt4)+^-(Ü^)'\dxdy.
J Ja0 J Ja0L   \ ox ay    /      ox ay J

Now applying Green's theorem for the plane to the last two terms of the

right member of (51), we obtain

(52) j  f 2üdx dy= I  \   f( ßr-ü{x-QiAdxdy
J Ja<¡ J Jao  \        dx dy      /

+ /"rt-W-ör-f)-«»
Jo

since u is the arc on C0.   Taking the three equations (49), (50), and (52)

into account, we may now write

(53) 7"(0) =   [[&(!) dxdy +  ft (Pf+#,+*?,) du ,

where

*(f)=ßr-—Or»-— of-,
ox dy

!    1
P = Ax+A2+\fp,(p-px)+fa,(q-q,)]— ,

(54) A
i 1

0= [fpp(P-Pù+fpq(q-qù] —,
A

T    1
R=[fpÁP-pi)+f<Áq-qu] — >

A

A being defined in equation (39).

From (53) we can now state the new necessary condition in order that

the surface z = z(x,y) shall minimize the double integral (19):
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Theorem 4. In order that the surface z = z(x, y) shall minimize the double

integral (19) it is necessary that for negative values of A the boundary value

problem
^(f ) — Xf = 0 in the region Aq ,

Ff+QM-Ff^O    on the arc Co

have no solution except f = 0, the functions P,Q, R being defined in equations (54).

Theorem 4 may be regarded as an analogue of Hubert's statement of

the Jacobi condition for the simplest problem of the calculus of variations

in the plane.

The proof that the boundary value problem (55) has no solution except

f = 0 is seen by observing that the line integral is 0 for every f that satisfies

the second condition of (55) and that a f which satisfies both conditions

of (55) gives the double integral in equation (53) the value

X f f Ç2dxdy
J JAo

Now if X<0, 7"(0)<0, since the double integral is positive, and hence

the second variation = e2 I"(0) is negative. Therefore the double integral

I of equation (19) is not minimized.

6. The minimal surface. If the surface z = z(x, y) is a surface of

minimal area, then the integrand of I is the function/= \l+p2+q2. The

only derivatives of / which are not zero and which appear in P, Q, R in

this case are

fp'-P/f, f,-l/f, /»-(-+«■>//■. /«- -P9/P, /.«-(!+#*)//».
(f)***(pr+qs)/f,   (f)v=(ps+qt)/f,

(fp)*=[(l + g2)r-pqs]/f,    (fp)y=[(l+q2)s-pqt]/f,

(ft).- [~Pqr+(l+P2)s]/f,    (/,),= [-pqs+(l+P2)t]/f.

Using these equations (56) we therefore find for P, Q, R the values

P=[rip(p-pi)+sx(2pq-pqx-pxq)+txq(q-qx)}
/A3

-[r(2(l+q2)(p-px)2-pq(p-pi)(q-qx))+t(2(l+p2)(q-qx)2

-pq(p-pù(q-qù)+s((2+p2+q2)(p-px)(q-qJ)-2pqA2))](57) ,i*'xr /J/»A»

Q= i(l+q2) (P-Pi)-Pq (?-?,)]-— ,
pA

Rm [-pqip_pl) + ri+p2) (fl_gi)] .
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Since fPz =fqz = 0, in this case, P has the value which Ai+A2 assumes

for the minimal surface. Hence we have the following corollary to Theorem 3.

Corollary. For the case of the minimal surface, the integral I"(0) of

equation (49) takes the form

I"(0)= ffj(l+xf)tl-2pqt,t,+ (l+p*)tl]-dxdy+f Pfdu ,

where, in this case, P=Ai+A2 is defined in equation (57).

Since we also have special values Q, R (see equations (54)) in this case,

we may state the following corollary to Theorem 4.

Corollary. In order that the surface of minimum area shall minimize

the double integral (19) it is necessary that for negative values of\ the boundary

value problem

d d , .
-fij-x-Qj-,,—Xf = 0      m the region A0,

dx dy

PÇ+QÇx+RÇv = 0 on the arc Co

have no solution except fsO, where the functions P, Q, R are now defined by

equations (57) and where

n     (i+?2)fx-/»?fv    _     -Pq^x+(i+mv
*kx=—-—.....   i   "!•»=-

(l + p2 + q2)312 (l + f+q2)312
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